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Abstract
Many experts and practical with disbelief judge the question of the robotical demining,
many are persuaded of the impossibility of the humanitarian deminer replacement and many
reject robots as a demining device at once. And they are right, unluckily. Even if there are
experiments to create demining robot, there is no robotical system, which would be able
autonomous control its actions and to clear demanded part of the terrain. But nowadays R&D
in the field of the detection technique, electronics and communication offers new possibilities,
which can able using of the demining robots in the future.
Introduction
Today’s demining is based especially on deminers. Their equipment and training take
some 20 minutes for every detected signal. Deminer lies about 30 to 40 cm far from the
examined object and at work he has to at least 675 times with care prode in the soil every
square meter. Statistical equals one death and 10 seriously injured on 1000 founded mines.
Though the manual demining is the only reliable technique. And with regular, difficult
deminers training and a good supervision is it also relatively safe method besides limited
equipment.
But its basic limitation is the difficulty and the time-consuming, caused by high
amount of the metal elements in the soil. These facts, together with the possibility, that
deminer can days and weeks find no mine can induce tiredness, inattention and also boredom.
But all these factors are besides demining highly undesirable.
Mechanical demining
Mechanical and explosive demining methods are used only in some cases. Mechanical
are used there, where the terrain is passable for the demining device and explosive there,
where no damages can arise. Under ideal condition, especially on the flat and hard surface,
are these methods very useful. But in the soft terrain could be mines pushed in the soil or
throw out by the chains. Mines could be also harmed without come to explosion. Flail and

chains are the best solution in the situation, when time and money are limited and when the
used equipment has to provide maximal benefit to maximum number of people in the
minimum time. But their disadvantage is, that the resulting effect equals to 90% of the
eliminated mines.
Robotical demining
The content of the robotical demining is the synthesis of the mobile robot, which is
able to move in the diverse difficulty terrain, and which is eligible to solve demining tasks
(detection, marking, removing, elimination) by means of appropriate detection systems based
on different physical principles and by using advisable manipulating extensions. Higher
degree of autonomous behavior is expected. Also is expected the possibility of the using of
the group of more cooperating robots, with operator as supervisor.
The task of the robotical demining:
-

determination of the scene and conditions, under which will the demining robot work

-

definition of the partial operation goals regarding to fulfillment of the demining
system goal as the unit

-

formulation of the tasks, which have to be solved on the defined levels (group, robot,
subsystem)

From the point of view of system we can describe several subsystems:
a) Locomotion – cares about moving of the robot in the terrain. Here it is necessary to
solve the question of the carriage, which can be wheel, tracked or walking carriage.
From the financial and technical point of view appears as the best the tracked carriage,
because it is robust and also easy to construct. On the other side we need it to demine
and so the priorities are changed and the best appears the walking carriage, which is
much more technical and constructional difficult, but which is able to move in the
rugged topography, and which comes safely back, even after eventual explosion of the
mine. Scheme of such walking demining robot is on the fig 1.

Fig. 1 Design of the walking demining robot.
b) Senzorical – can be divided into the three new parts: the firs senses own state of the
robot, what means the state of all servomotors and actuators, the second senses
surroundings of the robot and the third includes mine detectors. Sensorical subsystem
is the most important part of the demining robot.
c) Manipulation – adjust sensor into the appropriate position before measure
performance. At once it has to ensure clearance of the vegetation, which inhibits the
measurement. It means, that robot has to have an arm (arms), which will be able to
adjust sensors in the best placement.
d) Cognitive – it is a “brain” of the robot and its task is to ensure the processing of the
sensor information, creating of its own knowledge model of the environment and the
communication (with the operator, or with the other cooperating robots).
The goal of the robotical demining is to solve the task of the creating of the terrain
knowledge model with mines and their consecutive elimination. It is necessary to include in
this model the attendance of the objects - mines and UXO with the maximal effectiveness,
reliability and credibility.
Presumption for this is the using of the knowledge access to the solving of the
complex task – creating of the knowledge model of the environment. Furthermore it is
assumed group of cooperating sensors and aggregation of their knowledge with different
features and characteristics. This is made to ensure the maximal likelihood of the created
knowledge model – multisenzor. Part of this philosophy is also retrieval of the effective
procedure of the partial knowledge aggregation into the uniform knowledge model.
In nowadays, when robotics is heavily developed and the two-legs humanoid walks on
the stairs and talks with the neighbors, it looks like as if it would be no problem to design

such robot, which would be able to detect and remove all mines to fulfill the humanitarian
demining standards. But there are many problems and non-answered question.
Question to solve
If we wouldn’t take a care about question concerning feed of the robot and all sensors,
if we don’t care about robot protection problems in the case of the mine explosion and
consecutive return to the base, we still have to solve, how will such robot move in the mined
terrain with grown vegetation without failure or destruction, how will robot overcome trap
wires, or how it will be cut and remove vegetation? Next questions are concerning of the
detected mines elimination. It is obvious, that robot has to alone destroy the mine, what look
like too difficult task, or it marks the place and returns to the base or continues detecting. But
this induces a set of new question: the mina has to be market not only in real terrain, but also
in the map recorded in the control units of all cooperating robots and superior level.
Furthermore it has to be clear, how the deminer comes without the threat to the marked place.
And only now we come to the most important question: mine detection. New
developed sensors are able to detect mine, but no one of them is able to ensure necessary
credibility, or it would take too much time or increases immoderate the costs. On the other
side it is necessary to hold low false alarm rate and not every lump of clay assume as mine.
The solution of this could be multisensor, which is designed from several sensors based on
different physical principles and so with different characteristics. Multisensor is by means of
the appropriate knowledge aggregation method able to aggregate knowledge from separate
sensors and to detect various types of mines besides conservation of the low false alarm rate.
The idea of the multisenzoru is not new; there are already systems, which are using it.
Besides the aggregation of the knowledge from individual sensors it is necessary to
remember, that designed combination of several different information or knowledge sources
needs to transform the form of the separate expression including their uncertainty into the
other form, which will be the same for all sensors. So it will be possible to compare
contribution from different sources, to complement them mutual and to aggregate them.
Advantages of the multisensorical processing:
-

The output of the individual sensor contents noise and measurement errors.
Multisensor can be used for measurement of the same feature by means
combination of the complemented sensors information. With help this method we
can reduce the resulting uncertainty of the acquired information.

-

The output information from individual sensor can be ambiguous or delusive.
Against this multisensor can remove this ambiguity.

-

Multisensor can provide such information, which would be very difficult or
impossible to get by means only one individual sensor.

-

If some of the sensors stops to offer information, there are many other sensors in
the multisenzor, which are able to compensate for this sensor.

It is not essential to create multisensorical system only from functional different sensor
types. It could content also sensors working on the same principle, but having different
characteristics.
Conclusions
In this paper I outlined some problems concerning using robots in the demining
process and I try to induce discussion on this theme. Although there are no only autonomous
mine detection systems at present, we can expect, that in the future they become part of the
demining process. But there are still many open questions, concerning mentioned carriage or
sensorical subsystem. It will take a long time until the machine achieve what deminer does,
and because demining concern of human lives and health, it will take much more time until
the human will trust in the robot and will use areas cleared only by autonomous demining
robots without fear.

